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Notes on the negotiable instrument in the narrow sense, is the law, namely the 
invoice in the ticket who signed by himself, and stipulate in sight draft or entrust other 
to pay unconditionally a certain amount for objective securities. Bill as a payment tool, 
in modern and contemporary economic life is widely used. Bills in ancient Greek and 
Roman times the earliest germination, when called since pen certificate. In the 16th 
century, bills to realize the economic functions of basic, modern sense of negotiable 
instruments system also tend to complete. Bill gradually become high development of 
commodity economy in modern society has been essential financial instruments. And 
bill the wide use of inevitable requirement have corresponding behavior criterion to 
adjust the use of appear instrument. In this issue, western countries after the 
transformation of economic formation, has formed the perfect, advanced instruments 
system. 
But in China the negotiable started late, because in theory still very weak, 
failed so far to form a complete set of perfect Chinese characteristic bills legal system. 
This causes our country legal system of the bills biggish loophole, practice also 
appeared disoriented situation, make notes in our country still cannot get effective 
application. Based on this, this paper tries to present situation of bill behavior can be 
one of the characteristics of the independence of the bills were targeted research. 
The paper includes preface, text and epilogue three parts. The text has divided 
into three chapters: 
Chapter 1 is mainly introduced bills debt theory, into three: the first day is on 
the bill an overview of debt, the bill theory of the definition and classification of 
instrument etc were introduced; The second day is introduced to the related theory of 
a contract, the main issue said, saying, create said, rights theory of the appearance that 
meteors theory; The third quarter is introduced to the second quarter of several theory 
analysis, and related theory and civil law gave a comparative study. 
Chapter 2 resents the bill behavior independence and its theoretical basis, a 













bill behavior of independence, then through the summary of relevant theory, it is 
concluded that the bill behavior generalizations of independence meaning; Section 2 
introduces bill behavior independence of two kinds of theoretical basis, namely: the 
provision of attention and the special provisions said; The third quarter of first 
through summary bill behavior special line and civil juristic act, it is concluded that 
bill behavior exist theory was established and the difference, then take effect 
introduced bill behavior, including the established condition written matters and 
delivery notes two, at last, the paper introduces the bill behavior of substantial 
requirements including bill right ability, bill behavior ability and mean three aspects. 
Chapter 3 discusses the main contents of bill behavior independence, points in 
the first quarter to illustrate: two from lack of corresponding behavior bill actor with 
bill behavior independence ability of counterfeit or altered, bills with bill behavior of 
independence, the false intention for the bill behavior, their hearts of bill behavior 
four demonstrates the bill behavior effectiveness from other instruments behavior 
essence invalid influence; In the second quarter, mainly from the lack of formal 
requirements and invalid bill behavior does not constitute the other bill behavior 
invalid reason, bill behavior independence and the lack of bill, bill behavior delivered 
the independence and the bills, and the improper behaviors of independence and bill 
behavior of the relationship between bill that guarantee the bill behavior by other 
instruments effect not independent behavior because of the lack of formal 
requirements and invalid influence. 
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